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GCCA ANNUAL SHOW—
22 & 23 AUGUST 2015.
Over 150 Tables!

Presidents Report August 2015
Hi Troops,
Our annual show preparations are well under way, no doubt the Show Manager Richard Arman will fill
us in about it on Tuesday, but the Traders part of the show appears to be full house even with a few
major players missing. Hopefully a good turnout and a great show but still spots for members to have
a display as the show is drifting back towards arms again and needs members to display their
collections and not keep them hidden in the closet.
Pre planning of the Major League Sports Complex for the show layout shows that we can manage 123
Traders and 42 Displayers, but this is on paper, the actual setup may differ slightly which could cause
a few minor problems.
Any members who are free from about 2pm on Friday 21st August, and can help in setting the Show,
it would be greatly appreciated. ALSO Breaking down the show from 3pm on Sunday. Please HELP if
you can as many hands make light work. Confucius said that. Names will also be taken by Chris Jolme
for a security register for the show weekend.
I must thank Richard Arman this year as again the behind the scene arranging and admin was done by
him, with Karen and Sue backing him up, filling in the gaps. Now it will be up to us ‘burly men’ to do
the physical in setting up, running and up stumps. There will be the usual Saturday Evening Social
Meal as this is looked forward to by the hordes.
By now a lot of you should have seen the Signs advertising our show on entry roads leading into
Bendigo. I think they look great, are effective and a very good investment. Again, please help the
overworked few in setting up on Friday, all and every set of hands can make the difference to it being
a low stress and quick setup.
Traders and Displayers PLEASE NOTE that after you have moved your stock into the Venue on Friday
night, please move and park your car AWAY FROM THE ENTRY, so that other dealers can access the
loading dock. On Saturday and Sunday Traders need to park in the top Trucking yard (see details in
Notice to Traders) so that the Public Carpark if free for the public, and let’s face it, it is them who have
the $$$$$’s
Again, leave this with you…
Yours in collecting
Gee Pee (Greg Penna)

IF FREE, PLEASE COME AND ASSIST WITH
SHOW SET UP ON FRIDAY ANY TIME FROM 3PM

32nd ANNUAL ARMS & COLLECTABLES SHOW
NOTICE TO Show TRADERS AND DISPLAYERS
Please note the following re our upcoming show this year (AUGUST 22 and 23)
SET UP TIMES:
Friday afternoon/evening…… Earliest possible time 5pm but could be later as ALL tables need to be
in place before set-up can begin. The more ‘workers’ the quicker this will be!
Saturday morning ……7.30am although Security Guards are very accommodating if earlier.
LANYARDS (this includes Committee members)– should be collected upon arrival and WORN AT
ALL TIMES so we know who is who in the venue – particularly during set up time.
This is for your OWN security and to stop UNAUTHORISED people being in the set up area on
Friday evening with so many firearms in the venue.
Please ensure you co-operate with organisers.
CATERING – Coffee and tea will be available to Traders and Displayers at NO CHARGE throughout the
show. Facilities are in the small storeroom to the right of the Catering Kiosk. Every effort will be made to
make sure the Urn is set up and boiling on Friday during Set-up so you can have a much needed cuppa!
SECURITY – Security Guards will be on premises constantly from Friday evening until the close of
the show Sunday.
SOCIAL GATHERING – for Traders/Displayers – will take place Saturday evening. Last year we
outsourced catering of a spit roast & sweets but sadly there was not enough food to satisfy
everyone SO THIS YEAR we are going to make sure that doesn’t happen. Once we have got the final
numbers on Saturday we will order plenty of Pizzas to go around and lots of scrumptious sweets
from the Cheesecake Shop so that no-one goes hungry! That’s a promise.
RAMP – This year we have a ramp giving access to the building which will be very helpful for
moving heavy trollies and displays.
PARKING – Parking – On Friday night after traders have unloaded, they need to move their
vehicle to allow other traders easy access, particularly to the ramp.
On Saturday & Sunday we have negotiated a special area for Traders and Displayers to park during
the Show to free up all the car parks in the area for your customers - the General Public. GCCA
Members will oversee entry to the Trucking Company yard at the top of Waterson Court from 8am
until 9.30am in the morning and at show’s end on Sat. from 4.30 until 6pm and on Sunday from 24pm to allow Traders to park their vehicle before the Show opens and collect them at days end,
knowing that the area will be locked in-between. It is still your responsibility to securely lock your
vehicle to protect it and its contents. If a vehicle needs to be accessed between 9.30am and
4.30pm one of our Security Team could facilitate this.
MESSAGE FROM THE COMMITTEE – We have over 150 tables booked and look forward to sharing
an extremely successful Show with you all!

TV Program - ‘Lost and Found’ raises some interesting stories such as:
Hosted by renowned cartoonist and history enthusiast Warren
Brown, Lost and Found reveals fascinating treasures from one
of Australia's most majestic heritage buildings; the State
Library of New South Wales in Sydney.

Mary Bryant's Tea Leaves
Hidden deep in the bowels of the State Library of NSW are the last remaining link to the
extraordinary and tragic story of Mary Bryant, the convict who escaped Australia with her family,
only to be recaptured in Timor and lose her husband and children on the journey back to England.
The object is two humble leaves from the native sarsaparilla plant which was used by the early
convicts as a substitute tea. They called it sweet tea and used it for everything from stomach
ailments to a treatment for fertility and even to prevent scurvy.
Mary carried the leaves all the way to London, where she was
imprisoned in Newgate gaol. The well-known writer James
Boswell took an interest in her sad case. He managed to get her
freed and set her up with five pounds a year as long as she didn't
make any more trouble. And nothing more was heard of Mary Bryant until about 150 years later
when her tea leaves for Botany Bay showed up in James Boswell's papers then held by Yale
University. In 1956 some of the leaves were donated to the Mitchell Library. After one and a half
centuries and a round the world trip, the sweet tea leaves had finally come home.

Message in a Bottle
The extraordinary story of a humble pickle jar dropped from the sky by two of Australia’s greatest
aviators on their way to winning the race to become the first people to fly from England to
Australia.
In 1919 the indomitable Smith brothers, Ross and Keith flew a
WWI bomber plane across the world in an open cockpit,
without a radio and with nothing more than some sea charts
to guide their way. To help them with their final leg of the
journey across the Timor Sea, the Australian navy helpfully
despatched HMAS Sydney to sit off the coast of northern
Australia, pointing her bow in the direction of Darwin. To the
ship’s crew’s surprise, not only did the plane fly over exactly on course for Darwin, but it also left
behind a pickle bottle floating down from on high with the help of a parachute, containing the
message “Many thanks for looking after us. Going Strong”. That the bottle and its message survived
the drop is a fitting tribute to the truly pioneering and epic spirit of the Smith Brothers.

Rimini Antiphonal
The wondrous story of how a rare 14th century Italian choral
manuscript ended up in Australia thanks to Australia’s WWI diggers.
During WWI, an Australian convalescent camp, which included
soldiers from Gallipoli, set up on the estate of English rare book
collector, Nelson Richardson. Each night Richardson would invite the
officers in to his home to view some of his collection. He was so
impressed by the bravery of the Australian soldiers who had come so far to defend Mother England
that he decided to bequest his whole collection, including the Rimini Antiphonal, to the State
Library of NSW.
Fast forward 90 years and while on display for an exhibition, the magnificent manuscript is
discovered by Gregorian chant specialist Dr Neil McEwan, who is inspired to bring the haunting
medieval music back to life after laying dormant for hundreds of years.

Mary Shelley's Hair
What does the quiet leafy Sydney suburb of Wollstonecraft share with
one of the most gruesome monsters of all time? The answer is Mary
Wollstonecraft Shelley, author of the best-selling gothic novel
Frankenstein. While Mary was living a life of scandal and tragedy with
famous poets Shelley and Byron in Europe (where she wrote
Frankenstein), her sensible cousin Edward Wollstonecraft was setting
up businesses and establishing a new suburb in Sydney. Yet for all the distance and differences in
lifestyle, the two branches of the family remained connected for decades. Buried in the State
Library of NSW is the correspondence between the two families and tucked in the pages of one
letter is a remarkable treasure – a lock of the famous author hair. You can’t get much more gothic
than that!

Indigenous Voices
Aboriginal people are in a race against time to save what’s left of their
mother tongues. Before the arrival of the Europeans there were more than
250 languages spoken in Australia. Now only half of them are left and all are
critically endangered. Daryn McKenny has spent the last decade reviving the
Awabakal language of Newcastle and it’s no easy task. To just find the word
for ‘sister’ they had to reverse translate a 19th century bible written in the Newcastle language.
But at the State Library of NSW indigenous curator Ronald Briggs has something that might help not just
Daryn but all those trying to revive Aboriginal languages. They are called the indigenous language lists, and
they contain thousands of words from Aboriginal languages right around the country. Best of all there are
boxes and boxes of them just waiting to be digitised and made available online.
They were compiled back in the 1880s and 90s by magistrates and police officers who were charged by the
Anthropological Society of Australia to gather the meanings of Aboriginal place names. Fortunately for
people like Daryn McKenny they picked up many other words and wrote them down on the lists too. We join
Daryn and other Awabakal speakers as they get a sneak preview of the lists and discover more long lost
words. We also share their delight as they use these words to bring more of their language back to life.

Macquarie's Collector Chest
One librarian’s 30 year quest for the holy grail of Australiana!
The amazing story of the Macquarie Collector Chest: a stunning piece of
colonial furniture decorated with some of the earliest painting of
Newcastle and filled with hidden drawers and compartments displaying
remarkably well preserved natural history specimens from the earliest
years of the colony. What’s even more amazing is that this beautiful chest was created by a ragtag
bunch of convicts in one of the most brutal penal settlements of Australia.
The chest was a present to Governor Macquarie from the Newcastle Commandant Captain James
Wallis. It returned with Governor Macquarie to Scotland in 1822, and nothing more was heard of it
until the 1970s when rumours began to emerge of an extraordinary piece of Australiana laying
abandoned in a Scottish castle. For 30 years Mitchell Librarian Elizabeth Ellis pursued the chest,
even sending an Australian photographer up to Strathallan Castle in Scotland to confirm its
existence. Numerous times it slipped out of her grasp until in 2004 the chest came on the market
again and she was able to finally purchase it for the library for $1.2 million dollars!

Tasman Map
The Tasman map is an extremely rare and old document showing the two
voyages of Abel Tasman that were critical to the discovery of Australia. It
was believed to be drawn in 1647 in Batavia, straight after Tasman
completed his second voyage around the north coast.
For 300 years, this map of extreme importance to Australian history
remained amongst the collectors of Europe until out of the blue a letter arrived at the Mitchell
library from anthropologist and Aboriginal welfare worker Daisy Bates, from her camp on the
Nullarbor Plain. Daisy had read an account of an Australian traveller in Europe who had by chance
come across the map. What follows is an outrageous story of intrigue, controversy and co-incidence
involving everyone from Bonaparte to Breaker Morant.

Australia's Earliest Photograph
Curator of Photographs Alan Davies tells the story of how he discovered
Australia’s earliest photograph hidden at the very bottom of a trunk of
family papers donated to the State Library. But that’s not all he
uncovered. As well as identifying the date of the photo as January 1845,
Alan has also unmasked the man in the frame as a convict!
Ironically his name was William Bland but his life was anything but. Originally transported to
Australia for murdering a fellow navy officer in a duel, he went on to become a leading Sydney
surgeon, a founder of the prestigious Sydney Grammar school and one of the first people elected to
the NSW Parliament. He even invented an airship decades before they were actually flown. He was
Australia’s Leonardo Da Vinci, yet for all his remarkable achievements, Bland’s name is hardly
known today. We discover why.
These interesting 5 min. documentaries are showing on ABC3 at 10.55am on Wednesdays from 29
July 2015 to 16th September 2015
Selected episodes will be available on ABC iview

Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo
August Committee Meeting held at the home of Greg Penna – 6th August 2015
Present: Greg Penna, Leighton Rawlings, Chris Jolme, Matt Carra, Les Lewis, Phil Brown,
Phil Smith, Tim Fitzgerald, Ted Spicer, Sue Rawlings, Richard Arman & Richard Penna.
Apologies: Nil.
Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the 2 July 2015 Committee Meeting were read.
T Spicer moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd. P Brown. Carried.
Business Arising:
1. Tim Fitzgerald approached the Bendigo RSL Museum to see if they would be prepared to put on a
display outside the RSL. They do but would not have time to prepare a display for this year,
however, they will consider doing one in 2016.
2. Advertising for the Annual Show. Sue Rawlings has arranged for paid advertising in both local
papers and if try to get articles in about the Show. John Oakes for Bendigo Addy & Les Lewis for
Bendigo Weekly. Karen Carr has the KLFM radio advert in hand. Tim Fitzgerald reported that he
had placed our digital flyer on the Events Bendigo’s Facebook page & several Military Collectors
Facebook pages. Sue Rawlings reported that the Show was on the Events Bendigo page on
Council’s website & on a Community Events page that included Ten Network TV & Radio 3BO.
3. Door Prize of weekend at Anglesea. Sue R. to draw up entry forms for patrons to put their name
and phone number. Also have a tick the box section as to how they found out about the Show. Put
on separate table with container for entry forms (L. Rawlings to make entry box)
4. Matt reported that the Website has been updated to reflect current information re Show,
Membership forms now have email address included & next to go on will be details of how to pay
online for membership etc. Matt asked that Sue send him the 2016 Show Package as soon as
possible after this year’s show so it can be added to the Website.
5. Signs are at sign-writer Darren Chamberlain’s business premises for updating of dates on some and
new signs created as well.
6. Advertising of our Show on Signs positioned on poles at the 5 Entry points into Bendigo approved.
7. Saturday Night Social Meal. Pizza pamphlets were tabled for consideration and it was decided to
use Encore Pizzeria in Pall Mall as they had the best price.
8. As list of Traders who have not paid for they tables has been compiled so the Treasurer can follow
up at the Show.
9. Security Roster. Chris Jolme has this under control. 2 on door and 1 at entry to Parking area for
Traders. 3 more Security Vests to be purchased by G Penna.
10. Venue is available all day Friday but volunteers unable to start until 2pm. Anyone available earlier
in the day to contact Leighton Rawlings or Greg Penna who will arrange for them to help pick up
trestles in readiness for set-up.
Correspondence In: (25 pieces in total, summarised below)
1. 7 Annual Subscriptions (Record kept by Treasurer and Secretary)
2. Show Return – Graeme Robinson (E.J. Scott Firearms) incl. payment for 9 tables
3. New member application – Allan Cox, Frankston. Payment and paperwork & photos.
4. Loddon Shire events calendar

5. Newsletter – A.H.A.A. of South Australia – July 2105
6. Newsletter – A & M.C. Ass of N.S.W. – July 2015
7. Australia Post re P.O. Box
8. Tom Gould – return of wrong I.D. Card (Brian Gould)
9. Invoice from Bendigo Major League Sports Centre for $1100 for venue hire for 2015 show.
10. Bendigo Bank Statement No. 200 - Ladies Committee.
11. New member application – Stephen Kendall, Kyneton. All appropriate documents and payment
12. Show application – Robert Delpol, Beaufort – 3 tables & payment
13. Bendigo Bank Statement No 327
14. Greater City of Bendigo – approval for signage at entry points into Bendigo
15. Notice to Traders for Parthian Shot – tabled for Committee discussion
16. Email re KLFM Radio advertising from Karen Carr
17. Email from Karen Carr re need to order envelopes.
18. Petition and template of Letters to parliamentarians from Matt Carra re lever action firearms
Correspondence Out:
1. Parthian Shot Newsletter for July 2015. 2. Greater Bendigo Council re Events Bendigo Website,
Request for approval for signage at entry points to Bendigo. 3. Emails re Advertising.
Moved by T Fitzgerald that ‘Correspondence In’ is accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed.
2nd. M Carra. Carried.
Treasurer’s Report: Richard Penna read out the amounts in our Trading and Investment accounts, and the
accounts he had paid to be ratified. Report available for members upon request & will be read out at the
August General Meeting.
L Rawlings moved that the Treasurer’s Report is accepted and all accounts re the upcoming show to be
paid by the Treasurer and ratified at our next Committee Meeting. 2 nd. P Smith. Carried.
Membership Report: 3 new potential members. Steen Cartledge, Niddrie; Alan John Cox, Frankston and
Stephen Barry Kendall, Metcalf East have applied to join the GCCA. All necessary paperwork and photos
received. These 3 potential members have been accepted at Committee level. They need be approved at
General Meeting before they are formally accepted.
General Business:
SHOW REPORT:
Show preparation was discussed in detail including the following points:
 Fully booked for Traders but still tables available for Displays
 At the end of show last year ‘expressions of interest’ were asked for and some traders took that as
having booked for 2015. This year we have had traders wanting extra tables and we have a growing
list of people for 2016 so are looking to open a 3rd Court for traders next year. Because of the
increasing numbers we will not be able to promise Traders can have the same site as this year but
as always will do our best to accommodate all traders.
 Sue Rawlings to assist Richard Arman with handing out the Welcome Packages with lanyards on
Friday afternoon/night. This year we will include a copy of the Floor Plan in the Welcome Package,
but Traders must still wait until all tables have been put in place and marked before being able to
set up their own tables.
MEETING CLOSED: 9.05 pm

The following excerpts are actual answers given on history tests and in
Sunday School Quizzes by children between 5th and 6th grade ages in Ohio.
They were collected by two teachers over a period of three years. Read
carefully for grammar, misplaced modifiers, and, of course, spelling.
Writing at the same time as Shakespeare was
Miguel de Cervantes. He wrote Donkey Hote.
The next great author was John Milton. Milton
wrote Paradise Lost. Since then no one ever found
it.

Ancient Egypt was old. It was inhabited by gypsies and mummies who all wrote in
hydraulics. They lived in the Sarah Dessert. The climate of the Sarah is such that all the
inhabitants have to live elsewhere.
Moses led the Hebrew slaves to the Red Sea where they made unleavened bread, which is
bread made without any ingredients. Moses went up on Mount Cyanide to get the ten
commandos. He died before he ever reached Canada but the commandos made it.
Solomon had three hundred wives and seven hundred porcupines. He was an actual
hysterical figure as well as being in the bible. It sounds like he was sort of busy too.
The Greeks were a highly sculptured people, and without them we wouldn't have history.
The Greeks also had myths. A myth is a young female moth.
Socrates was a famous old Greek teacher who went
around giving people advice.
They killed him. He later died from an overdose of
wedlock which is apparently poisonous.
After his death, his career suffered a dramatic decline.

In the first Olympic Games, Greeks ran races, jumped, hurled biscuits, and threw the java.
Julius Caesar extinguished himself on the battlefields of Gaul. The Ides of March murdered
him because they thought he was going to be made king. Dying, he gasped out "Same to
you, Brutus."
Queen Elizabeth was the "Virgin Queen." As a queen she was a success. When she exposed
herself before her troops they all shouted "hurrah!" and that was the end of the fighting for
a long while.

It was an age of great inventions and discoveries. Gutenberg invented removable type and
the Bible. Another important invention was the circulation of blood.
Sir Francis Drake circumcised the world with a 100 foot clipper which was very dangerous to
all his men.
The greatest writer of the Renaissance was William Shakespeare. He was born in the year
1564, supposedly on his birthday. He never made much money and is famous only because
of his plays. He wrote tragedies, comedies, and hysterectomies, all in Islamic pentameter.
Delegates from the original 13 states formed the Contented
Congress. Thomas Jefferson, a Virgin, and Benjamin Franklin
were two singers of the Declaration of Independence.
Franklin discovered electricity by rubbing two cats backward
and also declared, "A horse divided against itself cannot
stand." He was a naturalist for sure.
Franklin died in 1790 and is still dead.

Abraham Lincoln became America's greatest Precedent. Lincoln's Mother died in infancy,
and he was born in a log cabin which he built with his own hands... Abraham Lincoln freed
the slaves by signing the Emasculation Proclamation.
On the night of April 14, 1865, Lincoln went to the theatre and
got shot in his seat by one of the actors in a moving picture
show. They believe the assinator was John Wilkes Booth, a
supposingly insane actor. This ruined Booth's career.

Johann Bach wrote a great many musical compositions and had a large number of children.
In between he practiced on an old spinster which he kept up in his attic. Bach died from
1750 to the present. Bach was the most famous composer in the world and so was Handel.
Handel was half German, half Italian, and half English. He was very large.
The nineteenth century was a time of a great many thoughts and inventions.
People stopped reproducing by hand and started reproducing by machine. The invention of
the steam-boat caused a network of rivers to spring up.
Charles Darwin was a naturalist. He wrote the Organ of the Species. It was
very long. People got upset about it and had trials to see if it was really
true.
Madman Curie discovered radio. She was the first woman to do what she
did. Other women have become scientists since her but they didn't get to
find radios because they were already taken.

Hotchkiss gun – a brief history……
A Hotchkiss 42 mm gun
The Hotchkiss gun can refer to different products of the Hotchkiss arms
company starting in the late 19th century. It usually refers to the 1.65inch (42 mm) light mountain gun; there were also a navy (47 mm) and a
3-inch (76 mm) Hotchkiss guns. The 42 mm gun was intended to be
mounted on a light carriage or packed on two mules to accompany a
troop of cavalry or an army travelling in rough country.
Descriptions
The 1.65-inch (42 mm) gun and accessories could be packed on two mules. The gun was introduced as a
modern replacement for the aging twelve-pound mountain howitzer. The first gun purchased by the U.S.
military from the French arms firm of Hotchkiss was employed against the Nez Percé in 1877. Over the next
twenty years the U.S. purchased 56. They were used at the Wounded Knee Massacre in 1890, and again in
Cuba for the attack on San Juan Hill and in the Spanish–American War.

The Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon
picture published 1874
The term "Hotchkiss gun" also refers to the Hotchkiss Revolving
Cannon, a Gatling-type revolving barrel machine gun invented in 1872
by Benjamin B. Hotchkiss (1826–1885), founder of Hotchkiss et Cie. It
was a built-up, rifled, rapid-fire gun of oil-tempered steel, having a
rectangular breechblock which moved in a mortise cut completely
through the jacket. It was designed to be light enough to travel with
cavalry, and had an effective range beyond that of rifled small-arms.
Hotchkiss 5-barrel revolving cannon, Fort Copacabana
The 1-pounder revolving Hotchkiss cannon had five 37 mm barrels, and
was capable of firing 68 rounds per minute with an accuracy range of
2,000 yards (1,800 m). Each feed magazine held ten rounds and weighed
approximately 18 pounds (8 kg). Besides the field gun version, several
other versions of the 37mm Hotchkiss revolving cannon were in existence,
notably versions for naval defense against torpedo boats as well as
fortress versions firing shrapnel or canister for the defense of moats. The
naval version was adopted by Russia and the United States, amongst
others. The field cannon version was accompanied by a horse-drawn ammunition limber, which held 110
rounds plus six loaded magazines, totaling 170 rounds.[1] One example is on display at the Museum of the
History of the Brazilian Army at Fort Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro.[2][3]
A 3-pounder 47mm Hotchkiss revolver cannon was also adopted by the US and Russian navies in the
1880s. This had five barrels.[4][5] With 3-pounder and 1-pounder weapons, it is difficult to determine from
references what type of weapons a particular ship had. Single-shot, revolver cannon, and (from 1890)
Maxim-Nordenfelt 1-pounder machine gun weapons were all used on new warships 1880-1910. All of
these were called quick-firing or, in the US, rapid-firing.

Hotchkiss also produced a range of light naval guns and, in the 1930s, anti-tank guns. The naval guns which
originated in the 1880s were mostly 3 pounders and 6 pounders and originally were widely used (by
Britain, Russia, and the United States amongst others) for close-up defense of major warships against small
craft armed with the newly invented locomotive torpedo. When improvements in torpedo range made
them obsolete in this role, they continued to be used as small-craft armament up to and including WWII. In
WWI the British motor gunboats which won naval supremacy from the Germans on Lake Tanganyika were
armed with the Hotchkiss 3 pounder. The Hotchkiss 6 pounder was adopted by the British army for the first
tanks. During WWII the 6 pounder was the main weapon of the early units of the numerous and successful
Fairmile 'D' Class motor gunboats of the Royal Navy, not being entirely replaced by more modern weapons
until 1945.
1.65 Inch Hotchkiss Mountain Gun by Doug Howser

GENERAL:
The 1.65 inch Hotchkiss gun a light gun intended to be packed
on mules to accompany either a fast moving cavalry troop or
an army manoeuvring in rough country. During the Spanish
American War they were also seeing use as an infantry close
support gun. The gun and accessories could be packed on two
mules, with 72 rounds on each ammunition mule. Packed with
the gun was a draught pole and harness so the gun could be
pulled in smooth country.
BACKGROUND:
The 1.65” gun was introduced into federal service as a modern replacement for the aging 12 Pounder ML
Mountain Howitzer. The U.S purchased its first gun in 1876 from the French arms firm of Hotchkiss
Ordnance Co. This gun was to see combat against the Nez Perce Indians in 1877. Over the next twenty
years the U.S would purchase about fifty-six of these little guns.
In Cuba these guns were fired against Spanish positions at Las Guasimas by the gun detachment of the
10th U.S. Cavalry where the unit expended 21 shells. For the attack on San Juan Hill, Lt. Hughes placed the
detachment of four guns 75 yards beyond the San Juan River to shell the Spanish fortifications. These guns
raked the heights as the infantry attacked. Emplaced on San Juan Hill the 10th U.S. Cavalry's guns helped
repulse the Spanish counterattack on July 2nd. The guns were also employed during the general
bombardment of Santiago on July 10th, 1898. Later the 1.65” Hotchkiss guns would see combat again in
the Philippine American War

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:
The 1.65 Inch Hotchkiss gun was well liked by the troops who used the gun. Their light weight made them
extremely portable. The gun was well built and simple to operate. It was also a very accurate gun. By the
time of the Philippine American War, the guns were being converted to centre fire cartridge ignition with
smokeless powder used as propellant.
The gun did have one glaring deficiency. The projectile was just too small to employ a time fused shrapnel
shell, so there was no way to air-burst a shell over the enemy. This fault did reduce the gun's effectiveness.

TECHNOTES:
Total Weight:
362 pounds
Range:

3500 yards (2miles)
GUN TUBE

Material:

Steel

Total length of tube:

3.83 feet

Length of bore:

3.43 feet

Travel of projectile:

3.10 feet

Calibre:

1.65 inches

Weight:

121 pounds

Grooves:

10

Twist of Rifling, uniform:
Muzzle velocity:

1 in 29.83 cals.
1298 feet per second

CARRIAGE:
Material:
Weight, complete:

Steel
241 pounds

Height of trunnion axis above ground: 27.55 inches
Diameter of wheels:
Track of carriage:

37.4 inches
2.46 feet

AMMUNITION:
The 1.65” Hotchkiss Mountain Gun fired two types of projectiles. A common shell, either base fused or
nose fused or a canister. The common shell would explode on contact showering the enemy with jagged
shell fragments. The canister would rip open at the muzzle spraying the enemy with a fan shaped pattern
of hardened lead ½ inch balls. This projectile was used at close range. The early cartridge case did not have
a primer. Instead there was a hole in the centre covered internally with a diaphragm. The gun was fired by
a friction primer inserted into the back of the breech housing.

The flame would enter the case head (d) at the centre
vent (v) penetrating the case body (a) lifting a
diaphragm (not shown) firing the charge.

Ammunition types (l.-r.): Nose fused common shell with early wrapped case used with friction primer; tin
body canister with two piece case used with friction primer; cut-a-way base fused common with one
piece centre fire primered case; brass body canister with centre fire case; late nose fused common shell
with centre fire case.
Weight of round (common shell):

2.62 pounds

Weight of shell, filled:

1.95 pounds

Weight of round (canister) complete):

3.47 pounds

Weight of canister:

2.8 pounds

Number of balls in canister

30

Powder Charge:

5.5 ounces
mortar

Bursting charge of shell:

1.8 ounces

Weight of cartridge case, empty:

5.3 ounces

Weight of fuse:

1.9 ounces

***************************************

CALENDER OF EVENTS

21 August - Show table set up - ANY TIME
FROM 3pm your assistance would be
greatly appreciated!
22-23 August – 32nd Annual Arms &
Collectables Show (details on flyer on left)
23rd August – From 3pm – ALL HANDS ON
DECK to help with packing up the Show
venue, returning trestles, chairs etc. to
either the Club Shipping container in
Golden Square or Quarry Hill Hall.
3 Sept – Sept Committee Meeting to be
held at the home of Phil Smith (not Phil
Brown as originally scheduled as a swap
was necessary).
8th Sept – September General Meeting to be
held at the Quarry Hill Community Hall at
7.30pm for an 8pm start. Theme: Family
Memorabilia - Please_ bring something
along to share!
20th Sept – Collectors Shoot at Shelbourne
Quarry Range

